Words Made Flesh: Scripture, Psychology And Human Communication
Synopsis
Reflective, insightful, and useful, this enduring favorite successsfully integrates solid scriptual research with contemporary psychological insights. All those interested in communications skills and better relationships will find it useful.
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Customer Reviews
Fran Ferder, F.S.P.A., is a native of Salem, Oregon, and a member of the Franciscan Sisters of Perpetual Adoration. She has had more than thirty years of ministerial and professional experience as a college professor, director of student counseling, psychotherapist, psychological consultant for various religious communities and dioceses, and a research director for a major social ministry study. Ferder holds a doctorate in clinical psychology from Loyola University, Chicago, and a doctorate in ministry from Aquinas Institute of Theology, St. Louis. She is currently an adjunct professor at the School of Theology and Ministry at Seattle University. Together with Father John Heagle, Ferder founded and directed Therapy and Renewal Associates (TARA), a counseling and renewal center in Seattle, Washington. She is an internationally recognized leader of workshops and conferences, and author of several articles, tapes, and books on spirituality, ministry, and human relationships.

I first saw this book in a graduate level course designed to help church workers, as nonprofessional counselors, understand how to help the people they encounter. I was awed by how profound, yet
simple, the insights in this book are. For example, Ferder stresses that our feelings, even "bad" ones, are gifts from God to help us seek healing. She calls them "moments of Grace." Often working from the original Greek, Ferder explains the meaning of words like "compassion" and "caring" in more depth than the English translation might lead one to expect. Ferder is also very careful to provide balance -- for instance, when is serving Godly and when is it self-destructive? She provides guidelines. I'm buying a copy for my church library.

It is a very helpful Book wellwritten

Great book!

Like the style and manner of presentation. Very "to the point" and practical. Enjoyeable to read and excellent for reflection.

Rereading it again. It is even better the second time.

The title of the book starts out as disrespectful. Jesus IS the Word made Flesh, this is one of His titles and should never be used as a 'pun on words'The author has issues with the Sacraments and the Catholic Church's decisions. The author mocks the Sacrament of Confession on page 69 by calling it,.."annonymous voices in dark little rooms." She also disagrees that The Church listed anger as one of the cardinal sins. She also takes Saint Augustine's quote about Adam and Eve out of context. Her writings are not to be trusted as in line with the teachings of The Church and can mislead people away from the Sacraments into a 'self-help' situation.

We have made Jesus into so much of a superstar we fail to recognize why he came to our world in the first place....Ferder's analysis of Jesus is finally a work that reveals Jesus in real world terms.....Christ is a person who posseses the passions and insights we all possess...Christ's ability to cut through those side shows that distract us is "The Way" to see why Phillip the apostle is told..I am the way the truth and the life The no one comes to the Father except through me"... Phillip is being gently reminded by Jesus that only Jesus can be for others what The Father wants for Jesus...and Jesus only...He can not be what the Father wants to shine through Phillip...and if Phillip realizes this he will do things "equal and even greater than (Jesus) I" We live after slowly sipping the fine wine Ferder uncorks....so.....Read, sip a little, and live!
We have made Jesus into so much of a superstar we fail to recognize why he came to our world in the first place....Ferder’s analysis of Jesus is finally a work that reveals Jesus in real world terms.....Christ is a person who posseses the passions and insights we all possess...Christ’s ability to cut through those side shows that distract us is "The Way" to see The Father better...When we recognize the map that Ferder reveals to us...we can see clearly that Phillip is told plainly....I am the Way, The Truth, and the Life...because he is gently reminded that only Jesus can be for others what The Father wants for Jesus...and Jesus only...He can not be what the Father wants to shine through Phillip...and if Phillip realizes this he will do things "equal and even greater than (Jesus) I" We live after slowly sipping the fine wine Ferder delivers....so.....Read and live!
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